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Abstract—Digital signages are increasingly common for outof-home advertising. Latest advancements in smartphones,
wireless communication and displays make it possible to design
smarter interactive signage systems for more effective advertising. Although existing research have started a trend of cyberphysical interactions, they are generally not scalable for multiple users and not intuitive to interact with. Smart Signage a “draggable” cyber-physical broadcast/multicast (B/M) media
system is therefore proposed here. With a novel cyber-physical
B/M protocol that enables a display concurrently interacting
with physical actions of multiple user smartphones, a large
number of users can simultaneously acquire any running
content on a display by simply using an intuitive “dragging”
hand gesture with their smartphones. Analytical formulations
are derived to identify the key parameters and their dynamics
in the system, which provide the condition for achieving the
average response time of a user “dragging” gesture within 1
second limit. Implementations are demonstrated for possible
real-world deployments. Experiments with 30 primary students
are conducted to prove the system offering scalable and
intuitive interactions for the first-time users even when they
are moving.
Keywords-Interactive display, cyber-physical system, draggable broadcast/multicast media, smartphones, advertising.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditional static signages at public/semi-public areas
have been used as a convenient way to broadcast advertisements to a large number of targeted audiences who pass
by the signages. As one of the early interactive version,
tear-off advertisements are commonly adopted with creative
designs as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. A tear-off advertisement
allows individuals to physically tear off a part of the signage
to keep specific information (e.g., contacts and websites) for
follow-up advertising actions.
Digital signages, as an attractive replacement of traditional static signages for out-of-home advertisements, have
gained increasing popularity due to the appealing multimedia
presentation. Whereas, it lost the physical advantages of
tear-off advertising signages for users to acquire and keep
the follow-up advertising information. On the other hand,
digital signages generally do not provide the interactivity to
multiple users concurrently. However, the recent advances in
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Figure 1. Examples of tear-off advertisement: (a) conventional tear-off
advertisement; (b) tear-off advertisement with creative design [1].

wireless networking and sensing capabilities in smartphones
makes it possible now to introduce a smart signage system
in this work. A novel cyber-physical interactive modality is
therefore proposed to provide multiple users concurrently
with scalable and intuitive interactions. A user could feel
like physically “dragging” a tear-off advertisement through
their smartphones along with cyber functionalities for more
effective advertising.
Generic interactive signage systems, as shown in Fig. 2,
can be abstracted into three major components, which are
the display, system and interactive modality. The display
represents a visualization equipment, which could be a flatpanel LCD unit, a screen with projector, a digital billboard,
a LED matrix display, a 3D display, a PC monitor, or any
emerging flexible and transparent display. The system is an
embedded media playback and control system with/without
network connectivity that coordinates the display and interactive modality. The interactive modality is the technical
method, physical scale and social style such that users can
interact with the displayed content.
Although many signage systems today have equipped with
modern networking and wireless communication capabilities, most of their interaction modalities so far are unfriendly
and limited to one-to-one interaction. Bluetooth [2] [3] [4] is

Figure 3.
Figure 2.

Examples of: (a) QR code advertisement [9]; (b) U-tie [10].

General interactive display system.

a common technology being used in the interactive modality.
However, its master-slave pairing architecture is not intuitive
to users, in which its scalability is limited to 7 pairings only.
Using an camera with image processing is an alternative
interactive modality, where the camera can be either on
signage-side [5] [6] or user device-side [7] [8]. QR code
is a case of user device-side widely adopted in recent years,
which provides the user a scalable interaction and followup actions after scanning the code by the user smartphone.
For a distance that allows a large number of users scanning
the code concurrently, a large and unappealing QR code
is required to compromise the precious advertising area as
showed in Fig. 3(a) [9]. With the powerful capability of
smartphones today, novel image recognition techniques on
smartphones are employed in some new commercial cases
like U-tie in Fig. 3(b) [10]. The attractive images in the
advertisement could be thus preserved in a precious signage
space, while a large number of multiple user interactions
and information retrievals could be achieved by using user
device-side camera and computing resources. Unfortunately,
this approach requires a good Internet access and relatively
a longer processing time without the user moving. Near-field
communication (NFC) [11] [12] is an emerging technology
for one-to-one interaction that allows users to quickly collect
information, but the user smartphones must be within a range
of several centimeters. Wi-Fi is another widely accepted
technology today for the interactive modality, which has a
higher throughput and more flexible interactive range. [13]
[14] [15] are the latest attempts using Wi-Fi together with
gestures detection by user smartphones to offer intuitive
interactive modalities, but they all are limited to one-to-one
interaction.
Motivated by the above observations, Smart Signage is
proposed here with the key contributions summarized below:
1) Smart Signage: a new cyber-physical “draggable”
broadcast/multicast (B/M) media system is proposed,
which allows a large number of users to simultaneously interact with a display through an intuitive “dragging” hand gesture. A novel cyber-physical

“draggable” B/M protocol is developed to synchronize
the displaying content with user gestures on their
smartphones. It is easy to integrate into any signage
device and user smartphone for scalable interactions.
2) Performance analysis and evaluation: The system performance is characterized by the average user “dragging” response, which is meaningfully modeled with
some key system parameters (e.g., the number of
advertisements per signage) and their dynamics for the
system achieving instant responses within a second.
Comprehensive evaluations are conducted to show that
satisfying user experiences are achievable in real-life
deployments.
3) Implementation: The proposed Smart Signage system
is practically implemented using a VxWorks-based
signage device and various Google Android- and Apple iOS-based smartphones. The proposed B/M protocol is developed using latest Wi-Fi standards, which
successfully demonstrated all expected functionalities.
4) Experimentations: By focusing on the stringent requirement of user experience (i.e., fast “dragging”
response within 1 second), the prototype is tested over
various aged users and scenarios to prove its scalability
by providing intuitive interactivity to multiple users
simultaneously even the users are walking around.
To the best of our knowledge, Smart Signage has advantages over other existing approaches in terms of the
scalability to engage a large number of users, more flexible
interaction range, more intuitive interaction, less visual compromises on the advertisement, higher throughput and supporting interaction with mobile users. These contributions
are significant when compared with conventional interactive
modalities used in current interactive signage systems such
as Bluetooth, cameras with image processing, QR code, and
NFC, as summarized in Table I.
The rest of the paper starts with the architecture of the
proposed Smart Signage system in Section II. Section III
describes the performance analysis of the system. Section
IV shows the implementation and experimental results, and
the paper is concluded with future works in Section V.
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A DVANTAGES OF DRAGGABLE CYBER - PHYSICAL B/M
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Simultaneous user interaction
More flexible distance
More intuitive interaction
Less visual compromise
Higher throughput
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II. PROPOSED SMART SIGNAGE: A
CYBER-PHYSICAL DRAGGABLE
BROADCAST/MULTICAST MEDIA SYSTEM
Fig. 4 shows the architecture of the proposed Smart
Signage system, which mainly involves a digital display,
a signage device and smartphones. The signage device is
equipped with a wireless router to enable a new interactive
modality with user smartphones by adopting the proposed
B/M protocol below. Although the current system design
uses Wi-Fi in the implementation, any wireless standard
supporting B/M radio signals is also applicable. The signage
device downloads updated content for the display from a
content provider through the Internet access.

version to appear on a user smartphone of the corresponding
content showed on the display at the “dragging” moment.
Such “dragging” event by a user is difficult to predict, but
the limited number of all “draggable” media of a signage are
possible to be all transferred and made available in any user
smartphone upfront.
The protocol indicates the updated information about what
content is being showed on the display at any moment. A
user smartphone therefore is aware of which content on the
display is possibly being “dragged”, and the corresponding
“draggable” media of that content may or may not be
already available inside the user smartphone. Fig. 5 shows
the sequence diagram of the protocol.

Figure 5.
Figure 4.

MEDIA

System architecture of Smart Signage.

A. Cyber-physical Broadcast/Multicast Protocol
Different from the conventional B/M protocols (e.g.,[16])
simply only for the content transfers to multiple user devices,
the proposed protocol must let multiple user smartphones
aware of the existence of a display seamlessly in a physical
space, and aware what content on the display a user could
physically “drag” at any moment.
A “dragging” event by a user is an unpredictable request
for the “draggable” media of a content, which is indeed the

Sequence diagram of the proposed protocol.

Signage device continuously sends B/M packets containing data fragments of a “draggable” media that is corresponding to a content showed on the display in a round-robin
fashion. As shown in Fig. 6, each B/M packet generated by
the signage device contains: 1) a display ID that indicates the
display identity; 2) a showing ID, Cn , (where 1 ≤ n ≤ N
and N is the total number of contents), that indicates which
content is being shown on the display at that moment; 3)
a sending ID, Cm , ( where 1 ≤ m ≤ N ) that indicates
which content that the data fragment in this packet belongs
to (Note that n is not necessarily equal to m); 4) a data
header that indicates the size of the “draggable” file, total

number of packets K and current packet sequence number
k; 5) data payload that is a data fragment of the “draggable”
media file Cm indexed by k (where k ≤ K).

Figure 6.

Data packet structure.

Smartphones can start and join the same B/M group
asynchronously to receive the proposed B/M packets. Once
it has received all the data fragments of a “draggable”
media file, the “draggable” media of a corresponding content
is reconstructed and stored in the buffer as long as the
smartphone is still associating with the B/M group. Once a
“draggable” event is detected on a user smartphone, it first
checks Cn from the received B/M packet for the showing
ID, and then checks if the corresponding “draggable” media
file is already in the buffer. If the “draggable” file is ready,
it will be showed on the smartphone display and copied
into another permanent buffer for other application purposes.
Otherwise, it will continue receiving the remaining data fragments of Cn . It is advantageous to buffer all the “draggable”
media files temporarily for better system responses, as a user
“draggable” event is hardly predictable. Any “draggable” file
that is not “dragged” and copied to the permanent buffer will
be discarded when the smartphone is out of the interaction
range.
B. Software Designs of Signage Device and Smartphone
The software designs of the signage device and smartphones is shown in Fig. 7.
Signage device: once it starts running, the program splits
into two subroutines: Subroutine 1 checks content changes
pushed by the content provider and updates the contents
stored in the signage device; Subroutine 2 first joins a
specific B/M group and continuously send the proposed B/M
packets to the smartphones, and updates the showing ID in
the sending packets when the content on the display changes.
It is important to aware that there is always a “draggable”
media file associated with a corresponding display file for
each advertisement content on a signage. The display file is
the content shown on the display, whereas the corresponding
“draggable” file, is the content delivered to and showed on
the smartphones. The size of the “draggable” file is generally
much smaller than the one for the display.
Smartphones: first joins the same B/M group, and the
program splits into two subroutines: Subroutine 1 continuously detects the “dragging” event (i.e., user performing
a “dragging” gesture) and displays the “dragged” media on
the smartphone;
Subroutine 2 receives the B/M packets transmitted by
the signage device and buffers them to reconstruct the

Figure 7. Software flow charts of both signage device (top) and smartphones (bottom).

“draggable” files.
The smartphone uses built-in accelerometer to track a
“dragging” event, which only detects one specific but simple
“dragging” hand gesture as shown in Fig. 8. Conventional hand gesture recognition requires gesture spotting and
gesture segmentation [17]. Since only one simple gesture
is required here makes it possible to detect a “dragging”
event
√ simply by checking the total acceleration value, A =
A2x + A2y + A2z (where Ax , Ay and Az are the acceleration values of X-, Y- and Z-axis respectively), reaching its
maximum.

Figure 8.

Illustration of the “dragging” hand gesture.

III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
The interactivity of the proposed system involves both the
hardly predictable human processes in the physical world
and also the multi-user data transfers in a wireless B/M channel. It is difficult to evaluate the performance in such cyberphysical media system [18] using conventional approaches.
In the context of interactive signage, the unpredictable user
behaviors must be accounted into the system performance in
order to evaluate and engineer the optimal user experience
(i.e., the perception after a “dragging” event). To quantitatively characterize such user experience perceived in the
interaction process, the response time Tr after a “dragging”
event perceived by the user is identified as an important
evaluation metric.
The timing profile of the system is shown in Fig. 9.
The signage device transmits “draggable” files in a roundrobin fashion and the smartphone goes through a process
characterized by a series of time intervals. Association time
Ta is the duration of joining a B/M group. Decision time
Td is the time interval between smartphone successfully
joins the B/M group and the user performs a “dragging”
gesture. Gesture detection time Tg is the time required
for the smartphone to recognize a successful “dragging”
gesture. Transmission time Tx is the time interval between
a “dragging” gesture is confirmed and the intended content
is successfully showed on a smartphone.
As discussed, the performance of a Smart Signage is
characterized by response time Tr , which is the time perceived by the user after a “dragging” event. Ta is excluded
from Tr as the association process is prior to an interaction,
and the duration is unnoticeable because of some skillful
implementation which will be discussed in the next section.
Hence, Tr is defined as:
Tr = Tg + Tx .

Figure 9.

1) An ideal channel is assumed, which means that there
will be no packet loss;
2) Each “draggable” file has the same size and is uniformly divided into K datagrams to be transmitted
as B/M packets, and the time needed to send out
one complete “draggable” file (file transfer time) is
denoted as Tf ;
3) The B/M packets of each “draggable” file will be
repeatedly transmitted again in a round-robin fashion after the turns of sending the packets of other“draggable” files are done;
4) Tc = N × Tf is the time of one complete B/M cycle
and the analysis will only focus on Tc after the user
has successfully joined the B/M group;
5) Only Td that falls into the range of 0 ≤ Td < Tc
would be considered;
6) The user successfully joining a B/M group is a random process, which is uniformly distributed over one
complete B/M cycle Tc .
Fig. 10 shows the diagram of a simple example to
calculate Tx , where N = 3, Tf < Td < 2Tf and the user
is interested in C3 . The formulation is divided into 3 cases
according to t, defined as the time interval between the time
point when a complete B/M cycle starts and the time point
when the smartphone has successfully joined the B/M group,
where 0 ≤ t < Tc :
1) Case 1: 0 ≤ t < Tf , as only part of C3 is received,
Tg + Tx = Tc − Td ;
2) Case 2: Tf ≤ t < Tc + Tf − Td , where the user
has to wait until C3 has been received, so Tg + Tx =
Tc − Td − (t − Tf );
3) Case 3: Tc + Tf − Td ≤ t < Tc , as all the packets of
C3 are received before the “dragging” event, Tx = 0.

(1)

Timing profile of signage device and smartphone.

In Eq. (1), Tg depends on the complexity of the gestures,
which is small as only one simple gesture is in this system,
and Tx depends on Td . To be more specific, if Td is larger
than a B/M cycle, then Tx is 0 as the intended “draggable”
file has already been buffered, otherwise, Tx is a function of
Td . To compute Tx , some assumptions are made to simplify
the problem:

Figure 10. An example to calculate Tx with N = 3, Tf < Td < 2Tf
and C3 is interested.

One thing to notice in this example is that although the
user is interested in C3 , the results will be the same for any
content, Cn , as one complete B/M cycle is considered. As
the gesture detection time Tg is constant and negligibly small

because of some skillful implementation discussed before,
Tg = 0 is assumed in the following analysis further simplify
the formulation problem. In this case, the transmission time
Tx can be expressed as:

for 0 ≤ t < Tf ;
 Tc − Td
Tc + Tf − Td − t for Tf ≤ t < Tc + Tf − Td ;
Tx (t) =

0
for Tc + Tf − Td ≤ t < Tc .
(2)
Eq. (2) is valid for N ≥ 2 and Tf ≤ Td < Tc , which can
be verified in a similar manner. In terms of N ≥ 2 and
0 ≤ Td ≤ Tf ,
{
Tc − Td
for 0 ≤ t < Tf ;
(3)
Tx (t) =
Tc + Tf − Td − t for Tf ≤ t < Tc .
Eq. (2) and (3) are for the situation that N ≥ 2. However,
there could be only one content on the signage display (i.e.,
N = 1), hence the transmission time is:
Tx (t) = Tf − Td for N = 1.

(4)

As assumed earlier that a user successfully joining the B/M
group, or equivalently t, is uniformly distributed over one
complete B/M cycle Tc , taking the expectation of Tx with
respect to t will give an expected transmission time Tx
experienced by the user as:
 [
]
(Tc − Td )Tf + 21 (Tc − Tf )(Tc + Tf − 2Td ) /Tc




 [for 0 ≤ Td < Tf and N ≥ 2;]
Tx =
(Tc − Td )Tf + 12 (Tc − Td )2 /Tc


for Tf ≤ Td < Tc and N ≥ 2;



Tf − Td for N = 1.
(5)
Hence, the average response time Tr is:
Tr = Tg + Tx .

(6)

Eq. (5) shows that Tx is a function of N , Tf , and Td . Note
that Tf = Sf /B, where Sf is the size of the “draggable” file
and B is the bit rate of the channel. So the average response
time of the system Tr is a function of Tg , N , Sf , B and
Td . As Tg is small, it is fixed to be 0.01s in the following
numerical analysis.
Fig. 11(a) shows the plot of Tr against Td . As larger
Td means a longer time for the smartphone to buffer the
“draggable” files, Tr will decrease as Td grows. Tr is plotted
against Td under the condition of N = 1, 3 and 5. Note that
Tr = Tg after Td = Tc , as all the “draggable” files are
buffered after Td = Tc , such that Tx will be 0s afterwards.
Tf is fixed at 0.06s as the “draggable” file size Sf is set as
30KB (240 × 320 JPEG image with the resolution quality
sufficient for the application) and the bit rate B is assumed to
be 4Mbps. The plot shows that the decision time Td required
to achieve small Tr is also small. When a user discovers an
interesting content and performs a “dragging” hand gesture,
the user will experience almost no delay before the content

is showed on the smartphone. Even for the worst case, the
average response time, Tr , will be less than 1 second.
Fig. 11(b) shows the plot of Tr against N . A range of
values of Td were used in this numerical analysis, which are
Td = 0s, Td = Tf /2, Td = Tf , Td = Tc /2 and Td = Tc .
These are boundary cases and turning points as well as two
representative points in Eq. (5), such that the boundary cases
of Tr can be shown in the plot as well as some representative
curves in between. Tf is fixed at 0.06s. As observed from the
plot, for each value of N from 1 to 10, the lower bound of Tr
is Tg , and the upper bound is approximately proportional to
N . In overall, this system could give an reasonable average
response time, Tr , for this range of N . Requiring a large
number of contents in the system is not realistically needed
in the real-world deployments for advertising signages. If
N = 5, the implication is that the user can freely “drag” up
to 5 different contents, while the system can still maintain
Tr below 1 second.
Fig. 11(c) shows the plot of Tr against Sf . The same
values of Td used in Fig. 11(b) are used in this plot. N is
fixed at 5 and B is fixed at 4Mbps. As observed from the
plot, the lower bound of Tr is Tg , and the upper bound is
linear with Sf . It is not ideal to use a large and non-constant
file size, Sf , if Tr is needed to be a constantly small. On
the other hand, it is not necessary to use a large Sf as the
resolution of the smartphone display is limited. However,
the size of the “draggable” file cannot be reduced too much,
otherwise the user experience will be compromised. As a
result, a 240 × 320 JPEG image (i.e., approximately 30KB
in size) allows the user to “drag” a content with good quality,
while still experiences a small response time below 1 second.
Fig. 11(d) shows the plot of Tr against B. The same
values of Td used in Fig. 11(b) are used in this plot. N
is fixed at 5 and Sf is fixed at 30KB. It is observed
from the plot that the lower bound of Tr is Ta and upper
bound of Tr is inversely proportional to B. Although further
increasing B will reduce Tr , the gain will diminish as B
becomes larger. Hence, B = 4Mbps is adequate to evaluate
the real implementations for achieving relatively small Tr .
Considering a non-ideal channel with effective bit rate B,
Fig. 11(d) can be interpreted as a larger error probability
leading to a lower effective bit rate and thus a larger Tr . As
observed from the plot, B = 4Mbps is close to an effective
bit rate of Wi-Fi in common situations, it is sufficient to
achieve small Tr below 1 second in the real implementations
using Wi-Fi.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND E XPERIMENTATION
Fig. 12 shows the implementation of Smart Signage
system, which consists of a LCD TV as the signage display,
a programmed VxWorks-based embedded media playback
system as the signage device, and an IP-multicast enabled
Wi-Fi wireless router. The wireless router with the Internet
access is used by the signage device to multicast packets to

Figure 11.

Numerical analysis of the average response time Tr : (a) against Td ; (b) against N ; (c) against Sf ; (d) against B.

smartphones. The client-side software design is implemented
on Android- and iOS-based smartphones. For the Android
platform, the process of associating to an SSID and joining
a multicast group is automated by skillful software implementation. The resulting association time Ta is within a few
seconds, and this automatic process only requires once when
the mobile application program is started. Comparing with
the initial launches of other common mobile applications,
users do not perceive such one-time duration of Ta as a
response delay at all. Fig. 12(b) shows the Android-based
smartphone to “drag” a content.
Fig. 13 shows the photographs of the 3 steps of a
“dragging” gesture in the real implementation. A vertical
levitation of the smartphone is observed during the process.
Evoked by the “dragging” event, the corresponding visual
responses to these 3 steps are implemented accordingly: Step
1: Before a user performs a “dragging” gesture, the display
on the smartphone shows “Drag what you like”; Step 2:
After a “dragging” event is detected, a successful “dragged”
media is displayed on the smartphone; Step 3: Finally, the

Figure 12.

Implementation of the system.

user performs follow-up actions to store and use or even
discard the “dragged” content.
In order to test the system implementation, a series of
experiments are done. In one of representative experiments,
30 primary school students were invited to the laboratory
to experiment with the proposed cyber-physical system.

Figure 13. Implementation: a) the 3 steps of the “dragging” gesture; b)
the corresponding visual responses.

Smartphones with different brands and OSs are installed
with the proposed client-side mobile applications, which
are distributed to these students and let them to “drag”
the content on a display while they are walking around in
the space of the laboratory. Without any prior knowledge
about the interaction modality, these students easily got
themselves familiar with the system after seeing a quick
demo of “dragging” a content from the display into the
smartphone showed by a researcher.
The students in this experiment reported neither any
response delay nor any interaction glitch at all. Fig. 14
shows the students with the smartphones who successfully
“dragged” the intended content into their smartphones simultaneously. Smart Signage system is therefore proven to
provide an intuitive and scalable cyber-physical interactive
modality to a large number of users simultaneously even
they are walking around, while still maintain good user
experiences (i.e., fast response time).

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, Smart Signage - a “draggable” cyberphysical B/M media system is proposed. With a novel cyberphysical B/M protocol that enables a display concurrently interacting with physical actions of multiple user smartphones,
a large number of users can simultaneously acquire any
running content on a display by simply using an intuitive
“dragging” hand gesture with their smartphones. Analytical
formulations are derived to identify the key parameters and
their dynamics in the system, which provide the condition
for achieving the average response time of a user “dragging”
gesture within 1 second limit. Implementations are demonstrated for possible real-world deployments. Experiments
with 30 primary students are conducted to prove the system
offering scalable and intuitive interactions for the first-time
users even when they are moving.
Compared with existing interactive display systems, Smart
Signage has the advantages of scalability to engage a large
number of users, more flexible interaction range, more
intuitive way of interaction, less visual compromise on the
precious signage space, higher throughput of data transmission and supporting interactions with users on-the-move.
Future research on cyber-physical interactions with multiple
signages in a physical space is in process.
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